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shaped all aspects of the garment industry.
It had almost as many separate branches as
individual shops. Men’s clothing, women’s
clothing, fur garments, millinery, and
men’s caps and hats were the industry’s
major sub-trades…demand factors also affected the economic structure.”7 Common
though, among these divisions, was the
drive for productivity and economy.
Arising out of concern for efficiency
and frugality was the garment industry’s
utilization of sub-contracting. Sub-contracting in the garment trade consisted of
a large manufacturer outsourcing aspects
of production to a smaller manager and
a team of workers. The subcontractor
oversaw the work of his employees in accomplishing their specified task and did
so with less capital, fewer workers and in
a smaller space under his own direction.
The original employer, therefore, profited,
needing less space, fewer workers under
direct supervision and less equipment and
supplies. As a result, he accomplished production at a decreased personal expense.8
The gains of the employer, however, resulted in costs to the workers. The sub-contracting system passed the burden of cost
on until it reached the defenseless workers.
Employees were held responsible for funding their own supplies, such as needles and
thread, and if accidental damage ruined
a product or if equipment broke, the cost
of the difference was deducted from their
wages. They paid for privileges that modern society would assume to be essentials,
such as renting the chairs they sat on, or
paying to store personal possessions in
a locker.9 So too, some subcontracting
managers made deductions from pay for
taking too long for a bathroom break, for
lateness or socializing with colleagues.
As Harry Best describes, “the evils of the
system are readily apparent, all clustering
about the circumstance that it permits the
irresponsible sub-contractor to drive his
help under the worst possible conditions to
the last of their strength.”10 As this practice
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